INTRODUCTION
Biological interactions, whether functional interactions between genes or physical interactions between proteins and other biomolecules, provide the framework to understand how the cell is structured and controlled. Interaction networks reflect the organization of cellular pathways and are hence essential for the interpretation of genomic, functional genomic, phenotypic and chemical screen data. Since the advent of high-throughput approaches to detect protein (1) (2) (3) and genetic interactions (4), the depth of coverage and accuracy of biological interaction networks has continued to improve (5, 6) , with increased resolution at the level of protein isoforms (7) and metabolites (8, 9) . Extensive network contexts now provide a basis for the rationalization of perturbations caused by disease-associated mutations (10) (11) (12) and have helped deconvolve complex mutational profiles generated by genome-wide association studies (GWAS) and next-generation sequencing-based approaches for analysis of the genome (13) , transcriptome, and epigenome (14) . The network paradigm thus holds the promise of predictive and precision medicine, as illustrated for example by the synthetic lethal interaction networks between cancer driver mutations and established drug targets (15) .
The Biological General Repository for Interaction Datasets (BioGRID: https://thebiogrid.org) was originally implemented in 2003 (16) to provide open access to highthroughput (HTP) interaction datasets (1) (2) (3) , and subsequently to augment and benchmark HTP data with interactions drawn from focused low-throughput (LTP) studies in the biomedical literature (17) . Since its inception as a yeastspecific database (16) , BioGRID has grown to cover interactions from 66 different species, including all major model organisms and humans. Correspondingly, the number of annotated interactions in BioGRID has increased from 30 000 protein interactions in the original version to more than one million protein, genetic and chemical interactions in the current release ( Figure 1) .
The primary focus of BioGRID is the manual curation of experimentally validated genetic and protein interactions that are reported in peer-reviewed biomedical publications. Text-mining approaches are now routinely used to accelerate and prioritize expert manual curation in BioGRID (18) (19) (20) . All interactions in BioGRID are annotated by curators according to a structured set of experimental evidence codes. In addition BioGRID captures post-translational D370 Nucleic Acids Research, 2017, Vol. 45 modification (PTM) data, such as sites of phosphorylation and ubiquitination, from both LTP and HTP studies. Recently, BioGRID has extended its data content to include the protein and/or genetic interactions of drugs, metabolites and other bioactive small molecules. The current version of BioGRID includes a newly implemented network viewer that allows visualization of all search results in an interactive graphical format. Additional new custom page views also allow the interrogation of PTM sites and chemical interaction data. BioGRID content is updated on a monthly basis and is made freely accessible via the web interface, through downloadable files in standardized formats, and through dissemination by model organism database (MOD) partners (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) (26) and other biological resources (27) (28) (29) (30) (31) (32) .
DATABASE GROWTH AND STATISTICS
Since our 2015 NAR Database report (33) , the number of curated interactions housed in BioGRID has increased by 30%. As of September 2016 (version 3.4.140), BioGRID contains 1 072 173 protein and genetic interactions, of which 836 212 are non-redundant interactions. These interactions correspond to 621 639 (470 810 non-redundant) protein interactions and 450 534 (373 762 non-redundant) genetic interactions (Table 1) . These data were directly extracted from 47 223 manually annotated peer-reviewed publications, which were identified from the biomedical literature by keyword searches and text-mining approaches. Extensive manual inspection of candidate abstracts and/or full text papers reveals that approximately one in four candidate publications actually contains experimentally documented interaction data, such that many more publications are parsed by curators than are entered into BioGRID as sources of interaction data ( Figure 1 ). All BioGRID interaction records are directly mapped to experimental evidence in the supporting publication, as classified by a structured set of evidence codes that map to the PSI-MI 2.5 standard (34) . The BioGRID also currently contains data on 38 559 protein PTMs as curated from 4317 publications. These PTM data are now drawn mainly from highthroughput mass spectrometry studies, which are able to routinely survey many thousands of modification sites for any given PTM type (35) . All yeast phosphorylation site data in BioGRID are also currently housed in the PhosphoGRID database (36) (40) and others. In 2016, the BioGRID user base was located primarily in the USA (29%), followed by China (10%), United Kingdom (7%), Germany (6%), Canada (5%), Japan (4%), India (4%), France (4%) and all other countries (31%).
OVERALL CURATION STRATEGY
All interactions in BioGRID must be directly supported by experimental evidence in the source publications as identified by BioGRID curators. All curation activity is controlled by a dedicated Interaction Management System (IMS) that serves as the primary curator interface (33) . The IMS is used to build publication lists and standardize all aspects of curation, including controlled vocabularies for experimental evidence, interaction types and gene names. BioGRID interaction annotation is based on Entrez Gene identifiers for genes and proteins. RefSeq protein identifiers are used for the annotation of PTMs, which are typically mapped to RefSeq by mass spectrometry search engines (see the BioGRID WikiPage for further details; URL: https://wiki.thebiogrid.org/doku.php/identifiers). The IMS also tracks all curator contributions for dispute resolution and curation consistency. BioGRID currently contains interaction data for 66 model organisms at varying depths of coverage. BioGRID continues to maintain complete curation of the primary literature for genetic and protein interactions in the model yeasts Saccharomyces cerevisiae (343 751 total interactions, 231 326 non-redundant interactions) and Schizosaccharomyces pombe (70 664 total interactions, 57 699 non-redundant interactions). These datasets are updated on a monthly basis and released for redistribution through the Saccharomyces Genome Database (25) and PomBase (23) . Comprehensive curation of protein interactions is also maintained for the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana (39). It is not possible to manually curate the vast and ever-expanding human biomedical literature, which currently exceeds 16 million publications reported in PubMed with an average growth rate of >600 000 papers per year over the past 5 years. Instead, to achieve meaningful depth of coverage in key areas of human biology and disease, BioGRID has established a number of ongoing themed projects centered on cellular functions relevant for central cellular processes and/or major human diseases. Current themed curation projects on particular biological processes include inflammation, chromatin modification, autophagy, the ubiquitin proteasome system, the DNA damage response, phosphorylation-based signaling and stem cell regulators. Curation projects focused on particular diseases include cardiovascular disease and hypertension, brain cancer, and prevalent infectious diseases, such as tuberculosis and HIV. A recent example of a themed curation project on a central biological process is the conserved autophagy network that targets damaged organelles, cytoplasmic material, and pathogens to the lysosome for degradation. This process is mediated by a core set of 18 autophagy (ATG) proteins that drive membrane formation to mediate both selective and non-selective degradation (41) . An additional 116 human genes associated with autophagy were identified through Gene Ontology (GO) annotations and ongoing literature review. This set of 134 genes was used to build a candidate publication list of over 7603 papers for review by BioGRID curators, of which 1277 publications yielded 7888 interactions that were entered into BioGRID. A recent example of a themed curation project with a disease focus is on glioblastoma (GBM) in collaboration with the Stand Up to Cancer (SU2C) team on brain cancer (see www.standup2cancer. ca). GBM has amongst the worst long term survival rates of all human cancers, in part because the brain tumour stem cells (BTSCs) that drive tumour growth readily acquire drug resistance (42) . BioGRID curators have coordinated with scientists and clinicians in the SU2C team to identify a core set of 31 genes implicated in GBM, as drawn from cancer
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genome analyses for genes either mutated or of altered copy number in patient-derived tumour samples (43, 44) . From this GBM-associated gene list, 2443 papers have been curated to date to yield 8781 interactions. Once completed, this literature-derived GBM interaction network will serve as a resource for the interpretation of genome-scale sequence, transcriptional, epigenetic, proteomic and genetic datasets in GBM, with the goal of identifying new drug targets and drug combinations that are effective against this deadly cancer (42).
Important curation contributions are also made by model organism and other database partners, and are prominently attributed through a 'curated by' icon that hyperlinks the record to the original source database. These attributions are listed directly in all search results for the entire BioGRID website and are also provided in download files. The BioGRID also works in close conjunction with the GO consortium (45), both to guide BioGRID curation efforts based on relevant GO terms, and on occasion to help elaborate branches of the GO, for example as pertains to the ubiquitin proteasome system. Finally, BioGRID supports pre-publication deposition of experimental results to facilitate rapid dissemination of HTP datasets generated by resource centers and other groups. For example, BioGRID curators have assisted with the formatting and upload of large-scale genetic interaction datasets for immediate release upon publication (46) . In another instance, the biophysical interactions of ORFeome-based complexes (BioPlex) network generated by high-throughput affinitypurification mass spectrometry (6), was uploaded in BioGRID well in advance of publication in order to provide immediate open access to the dataset. Pre-publication data records are fully archived on a monthly basis along with all other BioGRID interactions but are excluded from BioGRID downloads until conversion into full BioGRID records upon publication of the dataset.
TEXT MINING
The vast amount of free form text that is used to report essentially all biomedical knowledge in journals precludes the manual distillation and annotation of biological interactions. Unfortunately, despite recent improvements in natural language processing based on artificial intelligence approaches (47), fully automated text mining systems (TMS) are unable to match the annotation accuracy of expert manual curation. Nonetheless, TMS can be of great utility in supporting biocuration tasks through the proficient triaging of non-pertinent literature and the provision of customized annotation interfaces that can both increase the rate of curation and track text statements that support curator inferences. Text-mining approaches to develop publication queues for curation have now largely superseded simple PubMed queries and are carried out in collaboration with leading text-mining groups. For example, a Support Vector Machine (SVM) method developed by the Textpresso (18, 48, 49) group was used to select pertinent full-text articles for the HIV, Wnt, arachidonic acid pathway (AAP) interaction networks and the A. thaliana project. In another example, a text-mining system developed by the RLIMS-P group (50) was used to help identify publications containing yeast phosphorylation site data. We have also recently implemented an in-house system that incorporates additional machine learning technologies (Chatr-aryamontri et al., in preparation) (51) .
The BioGRID team has strongly supported the biomedical text-mining community through the BioCreative initiative (52) by providing curation expertise and manually annotated gold standard reference datasets (53, 54) . For example, in the most recent BioCreative competition in 2015 one particular task focused on the development of a curation interface designed specifically for BioGRID curators (55) , based on the BioC standard, an extensible mark-up language created to allow interoperability between biomedical text processing systems (56) . This BioCreative task also produced an innovative text-based dataset that tracked all statements used by curators to infer interaction data and phenotypes (20) . This dataset will allow the refinement of text-mining algorithms to more closely mimic the intuitive sparse coverage approaches used by human curators. The initial version of the BioC-based curation interface devised by the BioCreative consortium will support annotation for both genetic and protein interactions, and will allow both faster extraction of interaction data and better curation quality control.
GENETIC INTERACTION CURATION
The accurate representation of genetic interactions is a challenge due to the complexity of both phenotypes and the precise genetic context of an interaction. In an effort to more precisely describe genetic interactions, and reconcile the different terminologies used within the various model organism research communities, BioGRID has collaborated with WormBase (26) to develop a new Genetic Interactions Structured Terminology (GIST) (Grove et al., in preparation). This effort to delineate well-defined, standardized genetic interaction (GI) terms has been supported by various MODs, including ZFIN (21), FlyBase (24), SGD (25) , CGD (38) , PomBase (23) and TAIR (39) . Importantly, the GIST will not only facilitate the interpretation of genetic interactions, but also the integration of large volumes of genetic interaction data across different species. The acute need for a structured terminology was recognized by both WormBase and BioGRID curators while attempting to coordinate the curation of worm genetic interactions between the two databases. For historical reasons, GI terms in BioGRID were biased towards yeast genetic interaction descriptors that were unduly restrictive because the phenotype was often implicit within the GI term. For example, the common term 'synthetic lethality' represents a greater than multiplicative genetic interaction and the implicit phenotype of cell growth. Since there is currently no separate 'synthetic' GI term in BioGRID for curating interactions with other phenotypes, the existing GI terms could not be used to effectively curate more complicated phenotypes that arise in yeast and even more frequently in more complex metazoans, including humans. To resolve this issue in a general form, that is to cover all possible GI scenarios, the new GIST was organized according to a structured set of genetic terms that are completely separated from the myriad of possible phenotypes that might be linked to the interaction. The
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GIST is thus intended to be used in conjunction with all relevant species-or tissue-specific phenotype ontologies such that the type of genetic interaction is curated as a separate entity from the specific phenotype that is scored. This approach allows BioGRID to take full advantage of rigorous phenotype ontologies across model systems and humans, including Uberon, the Monarch Initiative, the Human Phenotype Ontology, and others (57, 58) . For yeast genetic interactions, 11 of the current BioGRID GI terms map to seven of the new GIST terms that will be used for curation going forward in 2017. This mapping will allow automated back-curation of more than 270 000 yeast genetic interactions associated with over 600 unique phenotypes (25) to be fully automated. BioGRID will also implement GIST for the curation of genetic interactions in human and key model organisms, including yeast, worm, fly, zebrafish and mouse. The use of standardized GI terms will facilitate the crossspecies integration of genetic interaction datasets produced by large-scale CRISPR/Cas9-based screens in human cells and other organisms (59, 60) .
CHEMICAL INTERACTIONS
Since our previous update, the BioGRID has initiated a new pilot project to incorporate curated chemical interaction data and to combine this data with other biological interaction types curated from the literature. Initially, this focus has been on chemical-protein interactions because many biochemical relationships between drugs, toxins and other bioactive compounds and their targets are documented in the literature. A number of drug-discovery associated databases have captured either direct or inferred evidence for drug-target interactions. In order to incorporate previously annotated chemical-protein interaction data into BioGRID, a minimal unified record structure compatible with the diverse annotation systems used across multiple chemical databases was required. We surveyed the content of the major specialized chemical interaction databases, including DrugBank (37), HMdb (61), T3DB (62), BindingDB (63), CTD (64), Therapeutic Target DB (65), ChemBank (66), PharmGKB (67), DGIdb (68), PubChem (69) and ChEMBL (70) to determine the shared fields housed in each of these databases. Based on this survey, a minimal interoperable record structure was designed that contains: the target protein based on UniProt or GeneID identifiers; generic chemical name, synonyms and/or brand name for the chemical agent; the class of agent, such as small molecule, natural product, or biologic; the structural formula of the agent; CAS and ATC identifiers for the agent; the molecular action or effect of the agent; associated citations; and the original database source. This minimal set of fields allows the facile import of data records into BioGRID and effective interoperability between multiple chemical databases. Relevant database sources for all of the associated records are explicitly acknowledged with reciprocal links to the parent database, thereby allowing users the option of direct access to the original source of data in a transparent fashion. As the first test case, BioGRID has recently imported manually curated chemicaltarget data records from DrugBank (37), which contains >12 800 experimental and approved drugs and >4200 proteins. The downloadable DrugBank files were parsed and drug-target interactions re-mapped to the minimal chemical record structure in BioGRID. The automated mapping was validated by extensive manual review to resolve any issues and ensure data integrity. To display chemical interaction information, the BioGRID interface was modified to include new tabs on the result summary page to show chemical associations for the protein of interest. These chemical associations have been incorporated into the BioGRID network viewer to allow users to visualize chemical, genetic and protein interactions as a single network if desired. BioGRID chemical association data are also made available for download in a standardized tab-delimited file format. These infrastructure developments now allow the straightforward incorporation of chemical-protein and chemicalgenetic interaction data from any source into BioGRID.
ENHANCED INTERACTION NETWORK VIEWER
The BioGRID Network Viewer has recently undergone substantial revisions in order to improve its functionality for visualizing complex interaction data ( Figure 2 ). Each search result page now has an embedded Javascriptbased viewer that leverages the powerful Cytoscape.js platform (71) to display interactive graph-based data representations. A default network layout provides an intuitive overview of the overall topology of the network. In this view, individual nodes represent each protein, gene, or chemical, with the distance from the center of the network proportional to connectivity for each node. Node size is also proportional to the number of interaction partners for that node. Edge colours depict the type of relationship between entities, namely protein-protein, gene-gene, chemical-protein, chemical-gene or chemical-chemical interactions. Edge thickness represents the quantity of evidence in support of the connection, such that the thicker the edge, the more types of evidence support the interaction. All nodes and edges in the network viewer can be dragged by the user to any desired position and can be clicked (or right-clicked or two-finger clicked on a Macintosh computer) to show additional details such as experimental evidence or additional annotation. Individual nodes can be right-clicked (or two-finger clicked) and the option 'display network' chosen to generate a new network with the selected node in the center. Each embedded BioGRID network provides several additional built-in layout options that include grid, concentric circles, single circle and arbor views. Users can apply on-the-fly filtering to show or hide specific types of edges and use toggles to increase or decrease experimental evidence thresholds for edge and node visualization. All networks generated with the viewer can be saved as highresolution PNG images for use in figures for presentation or publication.
VISUALIZATION OF POST-TRANSLATIONAL MODIFI-CATIONS
We have made several improvements to the BioGRID PTM viewer, which displays PTM sites on the protein sequence of interest (Figure 3) . A comprehensive new layout for PTM views indicates all linked protein records, including splice isoforms, and provides links to the curated evidence for the PTM. In contrast to the original PTM viewer, which displayed only phosphorylation sites in budding yeast proteins (36) , the new PTM viewer enables visualization of PTMs for all species for all PTMs in BioGRID, including phosphorylation, ubiquitination, acetylation, methylation, sumoylation, fat10ylation, and neddylation. All PTMs for any given query protein can now be viewed on the associated PTM summary page. PTMs that have not been mapped to a specific residue in the protein of interest are now also displayed in addition to site specific PTMs. Proteins annotated with PTMs in the BioGRID are marked by icons on the search list and result summary pages, and clicking on any icon opens the PTM viewer for the entire protein sequence.
To accompany these improvements to the PTM viewer, we have recently completed an extensive project to migrate 57 819 PTMs that were originally housed in relatively obscure form within interaction records into the PTM viewer. Most notably, for the covalent protein modifier ubiquitin, we reassigned 49 425 annotations previously recorded in BioGRID as covalent protein interactions and demarcated in the free text notes as 'likely ubiquitin conjugate'. The segregation of covalent ubiquitin modifications from noncovalent ubiquitin interactions properly delineates these two distinct types of interaction, and reduces the previous artificial dominance of ubiquitin as a super-hub in protein interaction networks. Non-covalent interactions between ubiquitin and recognition components of the ubiquitinproteasome system are still retained as interaction records. As a consequence of the reassignment of ubiquitin and other small protein modifiers as PTMs, the number of protein interaction records for Homo sapiens decreased by 46 946 interactions and for S. cerevisiae decreased by 10 466 interactions in BioGRID release 3.4.125 (June 2015). However, these reductions were more than offset by curation of an even greater number protein interactions for each species since the previous update (Table 1) . We anticipate the imminent addition of hundreds of thousands of new ubiquitin PTM sites with the release of a themed ubiquitin curation project in the immediate future.
DATABASE IMPROVEMENTS
In 2013, we completed the deployment of the BioGRID database, tools and web applications to a suite of six virtual machines (VMs) hosted by a commercial provider (Linode, NJ, USA). The VMs provide state-of-the-art processors, scalable memory, and native SSD high performance storage that can be expanded as needed. Each system has a fully redundant backup that runs daily and weekly, and is situated on a 40 Gigabit network for fast access by BioGRID developers and curators in different countries, as well as by BioGRID web interface and REST service users. Since deployment to cloud-based servers, the BioGRID software suite has maintained > 99.9% uptime. Since 2013, we have increased the processor speed and memory available on each VM in order to satisfy increased user demand. The number of VMs has been increased to eight in total in order to support additional new projects. Major improvements have been made to the size, speed, and storage capabilities of the MySQL database that underpins the BioGRID in order to incorporate the various new features described above. Finally, we have made continuous improvements to the extensive BioGRID annotation system that supports all BioGRID operations, including public-facing websites, download files, REST/PSICQUIC services, textmining algorithms, and internal curation toolsets. The current annotation platform provides references for >100 million unique aliases, identifiers, systematic names and MOD references for >200 organisms, compared to the previous annotation system that supported ∼48 million identifiers for ∼100 supported organisms.
DATA DISSEMINATION
BioGRID data can be searched via the web search page or downloaded in a number of tabular (tab, tab 2 and mitab) and XML (PSI-MI 1.0, PSI-MI 2.5) formats. The BioGRID REST web service supports over 660 active projects worldwide that perform over 100 000 queries per month with an average return of ∼2 million interactions per month. The IMEx consortium PSICQUIC API interface (72) also fielded over 140 000 queries per month to BioGRID from a wide variety of third party plugins. For example, the REST service enables the direct comparison of all data in BioGRID to real time experimental data in the ProHits mass spectrometry LIMS (73) . With the release of BioGRID 3.4, we introduced a new search result page that allows the relationship between any two entities to be viewed and linked to independently. This feature enables external resources such as NCBI (29) , Uniprot (28) and others (23) (24) (25) 27, 30, 31, 39, (74) (75) (76) to link to individual entity relationships described within a publication rather than simply to an entire search page result as previously. BioGRID search results now include more details, including the number of interaction partners, interactions, PTMs and chemical interactions. Furthermore, when applicable each result page also indicates whether a particular interaction was curated as part of one or more themed projects. We have continued to update our online Wiki documentation with detailed information on all aspects of BioGRID tools and resources (see https://wiki.thebiogrid.org). In early 2016, we released two protocol papers that outline key functions in step-by-step processes to aid new users in using the platform (77, 78) . The BioGRID also maintains an active e-mail help desk to assist users and facilitate the direct deposition of large datasets (biogridadmin@gmail.com). We continue to update and post all new related source code repositories at our GitHub organizational page (https://github. com/BioGRID) and we continue to update both our Twitter (https://twitter.com/biogrid) and YouTube Channel (https: //www.youtube.com/user/TheBioGRID) with the latest BioGRID news and feature updates.
FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS
The BioGRID will continue to annotate high quality protein, genetic and chemical interaction data, with increasing attention to human datasets as focused on themes of central biological processes and specific human diseases. The BioGRID curation pipeline will be enhanced through the integration of ever more sophisticated textmining tools, which will be implemented in collaboration Nucleic Acids Research, 2017, Vol. 45 
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with text-mining groups and the BioCreative consortium (19, 48, 49, 55, 79, 80) . These efforts will be augmented by collaborations with diverse database partners, including MODs, phenotype databases, and chemical databases. In particular, chemical-protein interaction datasets will be prioritized for elaboration with specific attention to drugs, metabolites, toxins and bioactive small molecules with the goal of facilitating network-based approaches to drugdiscovery (37, 63, 70, 81) . We will continue to improve search and visualization tools to expedite the analysis of interaction datasets and to provide additional resources and support for the propagation of BioGRID interaction data through partner databases. An imminent new update to the BioGRID database architecture will allow the seamless acquisition and integration of human genetic and chemicalgenetic interaction data generated in human cell lines and various model organisms by CRISPR/Cas9 gene editing technology (59, 60) . These improvements will also allow the precise capture of more complex interaction contexts, for example higher order genetic interactions, splice isoform dependent protein interactions, and tissue-specific interactions (82) . The BioGRID will thus continue to evolve as a biological interaction data resource for the biomedical research community.
